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WHY DO I CARE?
I recently recorded an episode with Grant Williams and Ben Hunt, where in response to one of my
questions about unity and how to find it, Ben responded with “You can't. You don't.” I found myself
really disturbed by this answer, not just because I don’t agree with it, but because I found it so
unjustifiably defeatist. We have been through much greater divisions in our history. American has
overcome a revolution where 1/5 to 1/3 of the country supported the Crown against the continental
congress. We have overcome a civil war that tore the country in half and lead to over 600,000
casualties in the deadliest conflict in American history. We overcame the red scare of McCarthyism
and the divisions that emerged from the civil rights movement and Vietnam. There is nothing about
the present crisis that makes it insurmountable, certainly not when looking at the larger historical
context.
And so, I asked Kevin to come on the program today because I know that he has written several
books dealing with some of the deeper philosophical issues surrounding not only social and political
trust, but also liberalism, and political conflict. I went to spend our time today exploring the sources
of growing distrust and political polarization, its consequences, and what we might do about it.
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BACKGROUND:
Background — Q: Can you tell me how you got interest in
philosophy, and more to the point, political philosophy?

CAUSES OF SOCIAL TRUST:
Causes of Social Trust — Q: What do we know and what
don’t we know about the drivers of social trust?
Trust & Diversity — Q: What role does diversity play? (i.e.
exposure to diverse sets of people, to diversity of ideas,
environments, etc.)
Trust & Economic Inequality — Q: What about economic
inequality? Q: Can this be solved with simple redistribution,
or does the inequality need to resolve itself more organically
through a redistribution of power among classes?
Trust & Corruption — Q: What is the connection between
higher levels of social trust, lower levels of corruption in the
legal system, and other indicators of reliable adherence to
the rule of law?
Trust in Communist Societies — Q: What do we know about communist societies and how this
influences trust?
Trust in Monarchy — You write in your book that one striking feature of the social trust literature
is that “monarchy . . . appears to be one of the most robust determinants of social trust in crosscountry analysis,” and that this has been explained by arguing that “monarchs may provide
nonideological focal points for societal expectations that are common to most citizens.” Q: Can we
see a measurable difference between the decline of trust in the UK vs. the US that can be partially
accounted for by the presence of a monarchy in Britain?
Early Trust Experiences — Q: What is the evidence that people’s early experience in life cement
in them long-term views about trust? Q: Is someone who was 20 years old when the Berlin Wall
fell going to be more trusting than someone who was 20 when America went into Iraq?

CONSEQUENCES OF SOCIAL TRUST:
Social Capital — Many researchers believe
that social trust is critical for creating social
capital, which has been defined as “a
person’s social characteristics—including
his social skills, charisma, and the size of his
Rolodex—which enable him to reap market
and non-market returns from interactions
with others.” Q: How do we defined “social
capital?” Q: How is social capital built in part
by being trustworthy in the eyes of others?
Q: Does being trustworthy require meeting
public expectations of norm compliance and
what does that mean?
Social Capital & Economic Growth — Q:
What role does social capital play in
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explaining the efficiency of political institutions, and
in the economic performance of contemporary
societies?
Trust Lowers Corruption — Most people would not
be surprised to learn that corruption lowers social
trust, but the relationship seems to work in the
opposite direction as well. Q: How does higher
levels of social trust reduce corruption? In Japan, for
instance, people have been very trustworthy
historically and yet, their institutions have often
proven to be very corrupt. The same can be said of
the United States when we look back to periods
when there were higher levels of social trust, that
didn’t stop the Johnson administration from lying to
get us into Vietnam. Q: I wonder how accurate such
a causal arrow is?
Trust & Education — Q: What is the relationship
between social trust and education in a society?
Trust & Partisan Divergence — Q: What is the
relationship between trust & partisan divergence?
Q: Are higher trust societies ones with more
moderate political parties?

CAUSES OF POLITICAL TRUST:
Causes of Political Trust — Political trust seems to vary more than social trust and seems
responsive to citizens’ evaluations of the success of institutions in pursuing their publicly recognized
aims. Q: What are the prime institutional causes of political trust? Q: How important are economic
performance and quality of governance when it comes to building or eroding political trust?
Personal Economic Improvement — Q: How do we know that people increase their political trust
in response to their perceived increases in personal economic welfare in the recent past?
Corruption & Inequality — Q: How important is observed level of corruption when it comes to
political trust?
Procedural Fairness — Q: What is the relationship
between procedural fairness and political trust? Q:
How do we define procedural fairness?
Quality of Governance — Trust researchers often
relate political trust to an even more complex measure
they call quality of governance. The World Bank
Governance
Indicators
measure
quality
of
government each year in each country by averaging
four indicators: (i) government effectiveness, (ii)
control of corruption, (iii) rule of law, and (iv) voice. Q:
How do we define “quality of governance” and how
does this measurement relate to trust?
Social Insurance — Effective social insurance also
seems to increase political trust, as “the more
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positively an individual estimates the state of social
protection in the country, the higher the satisfaction
with democracy.” Q: How do we know what the “right
amount” of social insurance is since clearly too much
social insurance (i.e. communism) has the opposite
effect? Q: Also, lower trust societies are resistant to
redistribution, so how do you explain this?
Authoritarianism vs. Democracy — One important
finding in the political trust literature is that
authoritarian regimes can exhibit high levels of political
trust, as long as they manage corruption and
economic performance effectively. Some countries
that have replaced authoritarian regimes with
democratic ones have even seen a decline in social
trust, though this appears to reflect the experience of
making that transition. Q: Given that we are living during a time in which questions about the
western, open, democratic form of government is being questioned in favor of something more akin
to the Chinese or Singaporean model of “benevolent authoritarianism,” what does the literature tell
us about the effectiveness of either one of these models in practice?
Media — I found the causal findings on media’s influence on trust unconvincing. Before we delve
into those let’s fist look at the empirical data. As you write in your book:
“…media distrust ranges from significant to high in most developed countries, and trust in media is
often declining, especially in the United States (falling from 72 percent in 1972 to 40 percent in
2012). There are differences in trust between types of media—say, newspapers and cable news—
and there is substantial variation within media types, such as among different cable news channels.
Public-service news sources tend to be more trusted. Somewhat surprisingly, trust in media and
journalists is similar to that exhibited toward many other major institutions and occupations. The
reasons for distrust are various, but a main source of distrust of media is that they are seen as
influenced by powerful people and organizations. It looks like media exposure tends to reduce
political trust in government, perhaps because people think that the media are “sensational,
superficial, inaccurate” and concentrate on “bad news.” Importantly, mass media do not make
already-distrustful people less trusting but, rather, can
hurt trust among the trusting. This trust-reducing effect
seems tied largely to trust in newspapers, however,
and not trust in television news.”
Much of what you cite above runs directly counter to
my own experience and instincts. Q: How can it be that
newspapers are more distrusted than TV news, when
it is the later that spews so much propaganda across
the airways every day? Q: What are the “other, major
institutions” that people distrust as much as the
media? Q: How does the media make people who are
already trusting less so, but not affect the alreadydistrustful?
Education — Q: What is the relationship between
education and political trust? Q: How are we defining
education here?
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Association Participation — Q: How do we
know that participation in civic associations
seems to increase political trust? Q: Why does
this relationship seem to exist?
Immigration — Q: How does immigration
influence political trust?
Partisan Divergence — Q: How does partisan
divergence influence political trust?
Social Trust — Q: How does social trust
influence political trust?

CONSEQUENCES OF POLITICAL TRUST:
Consequences of Political Trust — Q: Why
do we know more about the causes of political
trust than of social trust, but we know more
about the consequences of social trust than of
political trust?
Optimal Political Trust — The research shows that some amount of political distrust is good,
because it helps the public remain vigilant. Q: So, how much political trust is optimal?
Learning to Trust — Q: How do we learn that others are trustworthy from their rule compliance?
Q: How do we form social trust when we usually do not know the reasons that motivate people?

Market Economy:
Markets Sustain Trust — Q: How does a market economy sustain trust in the real world both
by encouraging diverse persons to interact peacefully and by creating economic growth? Q: Is
there a level of raw, free-market competition that would begin to erode political trust or would that
only happen if the law is used to protect some people over others (e.g. winners)?
Coercive Property Rights — Q: Why do you argue that coercion required to enforce maximally
extensive private property rights cannot be publicly justified?
CURRENT EVENTS:
The Precedent of Presidents — Q: Given how strongly Trump’s actions were rebuked, were we
able to avoid having most, if not all of his
unorthodox and potentially dangerous actions
become precedence for future president’s?
From Nation to Tribe — Q: Why are we
retreating into new groups rather than sticking to
our older, bigger group, namely the country as a
whole?
Insurrection — Q: What was your reaction to
the events at the Capital last week? Q: What do
you think the larger implications are of what
happened for political stability and election
security? Q: What happens going forward?
Trump Ban — Q: Do you have any thoughts
about the banning of Trump from social media?
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INTRODUCTION:
Americans are finding it harder and
harder to trust one another. Social trust
in the United States, our trust in our
fellow citizens, has fallen dramatically.
In the early 1970s, around half of
Americans said that most people can
be trusted. Today that figure is less
than a third. Political trust, trust in
government and democracy, has fallen
steeply as well. Throughout the 1960s,
over 70 percent of Americans said they
trusted government in Washington
always or most of the time. By the early
1990s, that number had fallen below 30
percent, and after a brief rebound in the
early 2000s, it has collapsed to 17
percent as of 2019. More troublesome
still is that Americans reporting no confidence at all in their national government doubled from
around 14 percent between 1995 and 2011 to 28 percent in 2017.
We see a similarly disturbing pattern in partisan distrust. In 2017, around 70 percent of Republicans
said they distrusted anyone who voted for Hillary Clinton for president; likewise, around 70 percent
of Democrats said they distrusted people who voted for Donald Trump. People not only distrust
politicians from other parties, they distrust anyone who votes for the other party, that is, many
millions of people. In our politically polarized age, we trust each other less simply based on how
we vote.
Worse, distrust is giving way to darker impulses, like hatred. From 1980, when measurement
began, some members of each major political party reported that they hated the other one. But
they used to be far fewer, numbering between 10 and 20 percent. In 2000, something changed.
Now as many as half of the members of each party despise the other party. It is unclear how a
democracy can remain stable under these conditions. We surely do not trust those we despise,
and we certainly would not like to be ruled by them, even temporarily.
Worst of all is a Pew poll taken in 2018 that breaks down trust levels by age. The most trusting
Americans are those over 65, whereas the least trusting by far are the youngest. In 2018, around
29 percent of Americans over 65 said that most people cannot be trusted, which is sad, but 60
percent of Americans 18 to 29 agree. And one thing we know from the trust research is that trust
levels tend to harden in early adulthood. We face a low-trust future.
Eroding social and political trust comes with grave costs. Falling social trust can undermine
democracy, economic growth, economic equality, the rule of law, and the protection of minorities;
it can foment tribalism and bigotry, weaken our capacity to form relations of love and friendship with
others, and even negatively affect personal psychological well-being. Falling political trust makes it
hard to form effective public policy, can threaten democratic government and political stability, and
can generate excessive inequalities of power, corruption, and violations of basic rights.
These phenomena are not merely abstract; they affect us viscerally. Recall your experience
watching the hearings on Brett Kavanaugh’s nomination to the Supreme Court. As I’m sure you
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remember, Christine Blasey Ford claimed that Kavanaugh sexually assaulted her in high school,
accusations Kavanaugh fiercely denied. You were surely on one side, absolutely convinced you
were correct (He’s lying! No, she’s lying!), and you weren’t alone. Your friends probably agreed
with you. Your family too. Now recall how you felt. In that moment, you may have been right, but
you were also polarized. And you distrusted not only politicians on the other side but supporters of
those politicians. Distrust and polarization occupy us socially and emotionally; this is no mere
intellectual problem.
We can see other consequences of falling trust as well. Arguably, one recent effect of lower political
trust is norm erosion. Democracies can only function if they are supported by norms that serve as
“the soft guardrails of democracy preventing day-to-day political competition from devolving into a
no-holds-barred conflict.” We need tolerance and institutional forbearance to make democracy
work; otherwise, we cannot keep political losers integrated into the political system. Perhaps the
most unusual and troubling way in which President Trump differs from previous presidents is his
deliberate erosion of norms.
Trump’s temporary decision to deny funding to Ukraine to compel it to investigate one of his
domestic political rivals, arguably with the intent to boost his chance of re-election, severely erodes
norms that prohibit using state power to interfere with free elections. Such actions suggest that the
future will lead “to more departures from unwritten political conventions, and increasing institutional
warfare—in other words, democracy without solid guardrails.” Here again we are not musing about
an abstract intellectual issue, but encountering a real problem that we can follow on television or
the internet every hour of the day.
Falling trust creates even deeper problems, including in how we form our deepest beliefs in other
domains. Partisan identities increasingly drive the formation of other social identities, such as
religious identity. Indeed today partisan identities are more stable than religious identities in the
United States. With nonpolitical identities in decline, partisan identities cause alternative identities
to line up in opposition to the opposing partisan group. For people who value these alternative
identities, the data are troubling. Politics is swallowing everything else.

1. Trust and Polarization: The Distrust and Divergence Hypothesis
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These problems are cause for concern, but I am particularly worried that falling trust is driving
increased political polarization.
In common parlance, political “polarization” actually denotes two distinct phenomena: polarization
and sorting. Polarization means that people are changing their minds on issues or changing or
strengthening political group loyalty. Sorting occurs when people with the same views and loyalties
associate more often among themselves, say by living closer together, marrying one another more
often, sharing social networks, and the like. Polarization means that people change; sorting means
that people move.
Nolan McCarty distinguishes between issue and affect-based polarization and sorting. Issue-based
polarization occurs when people adopt increasingly divergent positions on issues. In contrast,
affect-based polarization occurs when people adopt new identities based on their membership in a
political group because they have warm attitudes toward the in-group and hostility to the out-group.
Issue-based sorting occurs when people sort into different political groups based on their
preexisting stances on issues, whereas affect-based sorting occurs when people sort into different
political groups based on their positive or negative emotional attitudes toward those groups. I will
use the term partisan divergence or just divergence to refer to all four phenomena: issue-based
polarization, affect-based polarization, issue-based sorting, and affect-based sorting.
McCarty argues that the big story in American politics over the past several decades is considerable
partisan divergence. He claims, among other things, that “the evidence that the political parties
have polarized over the past forty years is quite strong” and that “polarization has coincided with a
large drop in the dimensionality of voting in Congress.” Most of the divergence is due not to rational
disagreement but to affect formation. For the most part, we are emotionally rather than intellectually
at odds. But that is nonetheless cause for concern. For our affective divergence is so great today
that “partisans exhibit discriminatory behavior against opposing partisans at levels exceeding
discrimination based on race.”
Other scholars agree. Liliana Mason argues that American political parties have sorted into socially
distinct groups. Today we have fewer conservative Christian Democrats and liberal Republicans.
We are losing the kinds of cross-cutting identities that reduce intolerance toward out-groups. That
obscures when a political conflict is a legitimate controversy, where both sides have valid rationales
for their points of view. When our
ideological identities sync with our
partisan identities, “It becomes harder to
understand opponents as reasonable
people and easier to feel threatened and
angered by them,” which further
increases partisan divergence. Party
members adopt many of their political
positions based on what their parties
believe. What’s worse, sorting can be
self-reinforcing, as can polarization,
since “those with more extreme political
attitudes [tend] to view others as more
extreme: which some call ‘polarization
projection.’ ”
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Scholars disagree about whether ordinary
voters have experienced partisan divergence to
any significant degree; many seem moderate,
but it’s not clear that they’re principled centrists
either, since they know little about politics and
may care even less. However, when we look at
citizens who are engaged and sophisticated, as
opposed to those who aren’t, we have clearer
evidence of divergence. Partisan divergence is
widespread, even if it is worst among elites.
One worry about divergent politics is that it
generates a vicious cycle that drives centrists
out of the public sphere; further, rising use of
new technologies like social media increase
one’s exposure to ideological and partisan content. In some societies, more partisan divergence
might be good because it would give democratic voters more policy choices, but US institutions
tend to produce legislative gridlock during periods of divergence. And indeed, US institutions may
make divergence worse by giving greater power to already polarized party activists, which they can
use to shape party platforms. On top of that, divergence is arguably worse when social trust and
political trust are low, since the reaction to divergence will be less cooperative and peaceful.
Scholars disagree about the causes of partisan divergence. Probably many factors are at work,
such as southern realignment, greater economic inequality, greater racial diversity, and strong party
competition at the federal level. In particular, increases in income inequality are highly correlated
with more divergence, but we don’t know why. This may be because inequality pushes Democrats
left, but it moves state legislatures to the right on the whole because moderate Democrats get
replaced by Republicans.
Since the causes of partisan divergence are complex and mysterious, we have few strategies for
reform. Electoral reform probably cannot do much to stop or reduce divergence. Campaign finance
reform may be promising, but the reforms we have put into practice have had, at best, mixed effects.
Even worse, bipartisan redistricting, fewer partisan primaries, and reduced corporate spending on
elections may not help reduce divergence either, even if they are otherwise good ideas. Some labbased research explores how to reduce partisan divergence in small groups, but the work is in its
infancy.
In this book, I argue that there is a close relationship between partisan divergence and trust, in
particular, trust at the societal and institutional level. As I explain later in the book, we need to look
at the causal relationship between social trust and political trust. Briefly, social trust is that trust
which each member of a society has that other members of her society will generally follow publicly
recognized moral rules; political trust is that trust which each member of a society has that
governmental institutions will follow fair procedures and produce positive results. We will see that
both social and political trust are extremely important societal goods and that losing trust has many
negative consequences. Social trust and political trust are measured primarily through the use of
surveys and questionnaires, though some measurement comes through observing individual
decision-making in structured experiments, and these measures enable us to empirically explore
potential causal connections between trust and divergence.
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I think falling trust and increasing partisan divergence are mutually reinforcing: falling trust leads to
more divergence, and divergence leads to falling trust. We have some evidence that falling social
trust increases divergence. Hans Pitlik and Martin Rode have found that “trusting people have a
lower propensity to express support for extreme policies, leading to a general moderation of
preferences in trusting societies,” and that high levels of trust enable more consensus on critical
reforms.
Markus Leibrecht and Pitlik find a link between social trust and actors tending to focus on promoting
the public good rather than merely their private interests. Social trust improves coordination and
cooperation between societal groups, lowering the costs of building agreement on needed
economic reforms; agreement among groups raises the credibility of a policy change. Thus, more
trusting societies are less likely to have policy change blocked by powerful executives or other
political officials.
Niclas Berggren and Christian Bjørnskov find that social trust facilitates liberalizing economic
reforms but makes reforms that reduce market liberalization more difficult. High social trust implies
that people are often patient, prepared to let a process of reform work itself out while they remain
hopeful about its outcome. Social trust leads to more consensus in agreeing on reforms and, in
general, makes effective reforms more likely. Friderich Neinemann and Banjamin Tanz have also
found that trust is conducive to reforms and that falling trust makes it more difficult for societies to
cope with challenges from phenomena like demographic change.
Relatedly, Iasonas Lamprianou and Antonis Ellinas find that falling political trust leads to more
support for extreme right-wing policies, and this is through grievances with political institutions, for
example those over large-scale immigration, rather than through either economic losses or cultural
change in itself. They found that falling political trust, in conjunction with a lack of support for
democracy and a disposition to use political violence, increased support for the far-right Golden
Dawn party in Greece. Similarly, Carl Berning and Conrad Ziller have found that as social trust falls,
preferences for radical right-wing populist parties increase. This relationship is largely mediated by
anti-immigrant sentiments. Lower social trust means more distrust of immigrants, which means
stronger preference for extreme right-wing populist parties and policies. The result, among other
things, is that falling social trust has led to increased support for the right-wing populist Party for
Freedom in the Netherlands.
There is generally a plausible case
that falling social trust has led to
more divergence and populism in
Germany. East German trust fell
greatly under Communism. Now,
the former East Germany, which
still has lower social and political
trust than the rest of Germany,
exhibits more divergence, with
powerful socialist and populist rightwing parties: Die Linke on the left
and Alternative for Germany on the
right. These two parties are much
weaker elsewhere in Germany.
Thus, two otherwise very similar
groups of people—Germans—
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exhibit different trust levels and also
exhibit differing degrees of divergence and
populist hostility to liberal democratic
institutions. In many ways, the American
political situation is similar, with falling
social trust, rising partisan divergence,
and rising populism. Right-wing populism
has taken power through the Republican
Party, and left-wing populist sentiment in
the Democratic Party has manifested most
clearly in the popular Bernie Sanders
campaign. Trust falls, divergence rises,
and populism comes in its wake.
There are other potential causal channels
from trust to partisan divergence as well.
For instance, falling social trust often leads
to greater hostility to income redistribution.
This can increase economic inequality,
which may aggravate divergence.
The claim that divergence leads to falling social trust finds less-compelling support in the data.
Indeed, American social trust has only fallen a few points over the last twenty-five years, while we
have seen continuing increases in polarization. But there are a number of plausible links that may
be being obscured, many of which are substantiated by data that I discuss in chapter 2. Greater
divergence may lead people to trust others less because they recognize that others are often
members of a political out-group. Increases in divergence alone may decrease trust because
people may be less likely to trust persons who have values distant from their own. As cultures
develop social markers for identifying these diverse groups, and as content creators draw our
attention to those markers by representing or exaggerating them in news, TV, movies, and social
media, we will tend to culturally sort ourselves into different social silos that seldom interact with
one another.
One could also argue that decreasing political trust and increasing divergence and norm erosion
lead to corruption, including visible corruption, which reduces social trust. For example, falling trust
in government can lead to populist voting, and populist leaders often engage in nepotism and
violate ordinary democratic norms; falling political trust in the United States arguably led to the
election of Donald Trump, who has given family members unprecedented positions of power and
has challenged democratic norms in ways unheard in most of modern American history.
The best arguments against a causal channel from partisan divergence to social distrust are not
compelling. For example, Pitlik and Rode suggest that highly trusting societies should lead to
preference homogeneity. They claim that societies with many low trusters and many high trusters
should therefore manifest more divergence than we see in countries with social trust levels around
50 percent, since such societies are often not very divergent but should be, given that modest
levels of social trust are often less politically divergent. Yet many other factors may yield political
differences among people who trust one another, such as their personal ideals, values, and faith
commitments. Trust alone should not be expected to yield complete agreement.
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Pitlik and Rode also argue that social trust is too difficult to alter for partisan divergence to make
much of a dent in it, since social trust levels (as I discuss in chapter 2) tend to harden in early
adulthood. But that’s compatible with there being a generational effect, where greater divergence
leads young people to adopt distrusting attitudes when they take on a political identity and
encounter those with a different one. So, while divergence may not change the trust levels of most
adults, it can exert a gradual effect on trust across generations, and indeed, as I have noted, much
of the fall in social trust is concentrated among the youngest.
Even if divergence does not reduce social trust, there is good evidence that divergence reduces
political trust. Eric Uslaner argues that more legislative divergence leads to less political trust; in
general, polarizing politics makes people less trusting. Perhaps the main causal channel is that
divergence leads to more gridlock, lowering the quality of governance; since quality of governance
is the main determinant of political trust, then divergence should decrease political trust. One might
also argue, along similar lines, that if gridlock also reduces economic growth and economic
security, political trust will fall further still. And if divergence leads to more economic inequality, as
Uslaner and McCarty argue, since inequality seems to reduce political trust, then that is yet another
source of distrust. Falling political trust also sometimes leads to populist voting, and populist
politicians often erode democratic norms, undermining political trust further. As Pippa Norris and
Ronald Inglehart argue, populist discourse is by nature focused on making the case that democratic
elites cannot be trusted, and indeed, populist rhetoric can lower political trust as a result. Lower
political trust may then engender the erosion of central constitutional norms because the political
system is seen as broken and corrupt.
On these grounds, I defend a distrust-divergence hypothesis: that social and political distrust and
partisan divergence are mutually reinforcing. If my hypothesis is correct, then this book can
contribute to disrupting the causal feedback loop between distrust and divergence by examining
how diverse societies sustain social and political trust. In particular, I hope to identify trustincreasing liberal rights practices, where certain basic liberal rights, recognized in constitutional
law, exercised regularly by the people, and embodied in public policy, are the principal drivers of
trust. If we can identify feasible reforms to protect liberal rights and encourage their exercise, we
may be able to arrest the growth of distrust and divergence.
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This does raise a powerful challenge, however. For if liberal rights practices are so great, then why
are we seeing big declines in social and political trust? After all, the United States protects liberal
rights better than almost any other regime in human history. So, what’s going on? When it comes
to political trust, I think we have a pretty good idea: there’s been a decline in economic growth and
some elements of quality of governance relative to the 1950s and 1960s. But the decline in social
trust is more mysterious. I’ve suggested that divergence is part of the story, but it is only part: as I
point out in chapter 2, we just don’t know much about the causes of social trust, despite knowing
of a few phenomena that can reduce it. Thus, this book does not argue that we can end our decline
in social and political trust with liberal democratic practice but rather that the ordinary tools of liberaldemocratic law and policy are the best hope we have for arresting the decline. Perhaps there are
other factors driving trust lower, and liberal democracy can only slow them down. But if liberal
democracy is the best we can do, that is a good reason to stick with it through thick and thin. And
the book also makes a stronger case, which is that the policy tools of liberal democratic order is a
source of trust building, not just preventing collapse.
2. Competing Hypotheses
Before we go further, it will be helpful to have a sense of some hypotheses that are alternatives to
the distrust-and-divergence hypothesis: inherent-corruption theories, direct theories, and group
theories. Inherent-corruption theories hold that distrust and divergence are the natural result of
some central dimension of liberal-democratic political order. Chantal Mouffe, for example, argues
that conflict of various kinds is inevitable in democracy, and this leads her to adopt an “agonist”
position, which I address in chapter 8. And Patrick Deneen’s recent book, Why Liberalism Failed,
famously argues that liberalism has an ingrained tendency toward inequality, social atomization,
and, ultimately, institutional decay. Liberalism adopts a conception of liberty where people count
as free when they have the ability to plan their lives free from the oppressions of the state and
social norms in society broadly, but on Deneen’s argument, what members of liberal society get
instead is devastating loneliness and meaninglessness in their lives. Mouffe claims democracy sets
us at odds; Deneen says that a liberal social ethos and liberal institutions divide and isolate us.
Importantly, neither Mouffe nor Deneen calls for the abolition of liberal democracy; indeed, Mouffe
thinks we should simply recognize the true conflictual nature of democracy and accept it. And while
Deneen seems comfortable with the collapse of liberalism, he does not advocate limiting or
abolishing any major liberal rights. Nonetheless, both think there are major social dynamics that
lock us into a warlike politics.
The distrust-divergence hypothesis is much more consistent with the data than these inherentcorruption theories are; indeed, inherent-corruption theories are seldom defended on empirical
grounds of any kind. Rather, these theorists ask us to condemn certain broad institutions, forms,
and cultural beliefs based on how they fit into a kind of powerful social narrative. However, the data
strongly suggest social instability, division, and conflict are due to a reinforcing cycle of falling trust
and increasing partisan divergence, not anything inherent in democracy or liberalism. That means
the solution to division does not require learning to live with a warlike politics or waiting for
civilizational collapse to replace the old with the new, but rather focusing on using the tools provided
by liberal social orders to interrupt the distrust-divergence cycle.
Second, social trust is quite stable in most liberal democracies (and in most nonliberal
nondemocracies); the United States alone has seen a steep decline in social trust. That suggests
we need a country-level explanation of falling trust, not one ascribed to generic institutions like
democracy or a generic liberal ethos.
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Finally, the argument of my
previous book, Must Politics Be
War?, helps answer inherent
corruption theories because, as I
review subsequently, it shows that
liberal democratic societies with a
high degree of diversity have no
robust propensity to distrust
among their members. Thus, we
have little reason to think that
democracy must yield conflict that
goes beyond what is morally
permitted within a trusting social
order; nor do we have reason to
think that liberal institutions
undermine trust by undermining
social cohesion and increasing
social atomization.
Direct theories of divergence point to social phenomena that directly cause divergence, unmediated
by low trust, or they point to a shared cause of low trust and divergence. As we have seen, there
are a number of such theories, such as southern realignment, economic inequality, party
engineering, media, and electoral processes such as gerrymandering and partisan primaries.
There is evidence that some direct causes arose as party divergence developed in the 1970s and
1980s. First, southern realignment, the shift of southern whites from the Democratic Party to the
Republican Party, arguably has a number of causes, including the push for racial equality in the
1950s–1970s. This created stronger party competition and so yielded some polarizing effects.
Increasing inequality appears to track partisan divergence quite well; more divergent legislatures
hurt moderate Democrats, shift other Democrats left, and enable Republicans to use gridlock to
prevent income redistribution that would reduce inequality. Some electoral practices, like first-pastthe-post voting, also appear to contribute to divergence. However, McCarty thinks that social
science does not help many of these hypotheses, such as those that blame gerrymandering and
primary elections. Campaign finance may play a role, but “bipartisan redistricting commissions,
nonpartisan primaries, and curbs on corporate spending” probably can’t stop divergence.
A related direct theory takes note of the asymmetry of partisan divergence between Republicans
and Democrats, as McCarty notes that Republicans have moved further right than the Democrats
have moved left. Here, then, the Republican Party is a direct cause of divergence. But McCarty
plausibly argues that the Republican Party is quite weak, historically speaking. It has a great deal
of trouble determining its own agenda independently of powerful personalities and megadonors.
Nearly all elite Republicans wanted to stop Donald Trump from being the nominee, and yet they
failed, quite spectacularly. What’s more, the GOP controlled the entire federal government from
2017 to 2019 and almost no major legislation was passed, not even the Republicans’ own longsought projects. So, postulating the Republican Party elite as a prime cause of divergence
confronts real difficulties.
One might then turn to blame the structure of conservative media, such as Fox News, for causing
divergence, but while there is evidence of a “Fox News effect” in increasing vote share for
Republicans, it is hardly a major explanatory factor: partisan divergence began before Fox News
gained its current high level of influence, and Fox News has competitors with different perspectives.
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Some of the polarization on the right has been exacerbated by their closely-knit media ecosystem,
and may well explain why polarization is greater on the right then the left. But this process is also
arguably an effect of greater polarization and mistrust as much as a cause, since there was clearly
both a demand for such media among parts of the general public and elites willing to supply it.
From a review of the literature, there are two compelling direct cause theories. The first is southern
realignment: that the push for racial equality in the South split the Democratic Party, revitalized the
Republican Party in the South, and thus created more competitive parties. The second is economic
inequality, which then polarized the now more competitive political parties.
These direct theories are only problematic insofar they purport to explain divergence independently
of falling trust, or if they explain trust and divergence as a product of the same cause. However, it
is plausible that falling trust exacerbates the polarizing effects of these historical changes. This is
especially true in the case of income inequality, since falling social trust seems to lead to more
economic inequality, as I show in chapter 2. Southern realignment is also arguably mediated by
trust: the prospects of electoral success in ending segregation and securing equal rights plausibly
led to more conflicts between black and white southerners, sustaining, and perhaps even
increasing, distrust between races as whites adopted new policies for monitoring and oppressing
the black population.
The distrust-divergence hypothesis is therefore not incompatible with the factors the direct theories
highlight contributing to divergence. Rather, it holds that trust plays an important role in explaining
divergence, including, possibly, by amplifying the power of such proposed direct causes as
realignment and inequality. The distrust-divergence hypothesis helps to enrich and vindicate these
direct theories.
The third class of partisan divergence theories is group theories. Based on findings from political
science, political psychology, evolutionary biology, and sociology, these views postulate that
human beings are naturally tribal and biased toward their tribe. The most recent group theory of
divergence is Ezra Klein’s Why We’re Polarized. Klein reviews a great deal of evidence in favor of
our having tribal psychologies that our institutions are somehow ginning up. He points to some
institutional causes, like southern realignment. And he describes some promising institutional
solutions. However, he is largely
unique in stressing individualized
de-biasing
techniques
like
“identity mindfulness,” and he
encourages people to identify
more with the local culture than
with national politics. Robert
Talisse, in Overdoing Democracy,
focuses on much of the same data
to argue that we are politically
oversaturated: politics occupies
too central a space in our lives. He
encourages people to develop
more
cross-cutting
identities
where politics does not much
matter. As he says, we cannot
allow politics “to permeate the
whole of our collective lives.”
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Group theories of divergence have a lot of insight,
but they too are incomplete. First, they tell an
incomplete story about how our tribal psychologies
are activated. Why are we retreating into new groups
rather than sticking to our older, bigger group,
namely the country as a whole? That is, why do we
think we must stick to the red tribe or the blue tribe?
Some institutional changes, such as an increase in
publicly perceived racial and economic inequality,
have helped activate tribal mindsets. But we need an
explanation of why political identity has suffused
American life so broadly in order to explain the
degree of divergence in the United States.
Declines in trust have primed our tribal impulses. Falling trust explains why we have retreated into
new identities rather than reforming our older national identity. It helps explain why people are
adopting more extreme opinions; and if people are mistrusting, it helps to explain sorting as well,
as people will prefer to associate with those more like them when trust is relatively low. To see this,
imagine a United States with as much social trust as Sweden today: imagine 65 percent of people
said most people can be trusted, as opposed to 35 percent. With our psychologies flooded by trust,
people would see little need to retreat into new identities; older identities should hold. Similarly, if
most people trusted the government to do the right thing, for instance, if 65 percent of people
trusted Congress as opposed to 20 percent, our political divisions would be less severe and less
tribal.
A second difficulty with group theories of divergence is that they tend to overstress the individual,
psychological dimensions of divergence, quickly scaling up from bias in the individual brain to largescale institutional changes. The mechanism of transmission from individual brains to national-level
politics is often unclear. We are told that people group in tribes and that this makes a big institutional
difference, but biased and polarized minds need not be coordinated with one another at such a
large level. One plausible transmission mechanism from individually biased minds to national-level
attitude and institutional change is a decline in social and political trust. If falling trust is priming our
tribal psychologies and we are retreating into political identities as a result, then we can explain
why individual-level bias leads to national-level changes, because trust is a kind of collective
attitude that coordinates large-scale behavior. When it breaks down, it leaves room for certain kinds
of neurological tendencies to make differences at the macro level. And in those cases, phenomena
like Cass Sunstein’s law of group polarization can take hold: as opposing tribes polarize and
deliberate mostly within themselves, polarization gets worse.
Direct and group theories of partisan divergence have a lot of insights; they’re not entirely wrong.
But they both have a missing piece: falling social and political trust. Inherent corruption theories,
however, are mistaken.
3. The Limitations of a Merely Philosophical Approach
In my previous book, Must Politics Be War? (MPBW), I asked whether declines in social and
political trust pose a general skeptical challenge to the feasibility of a diverse, yet high-trust, society.
As we become less trusting, it is natural to wonder whether our shared political life is necessarily
one of conquest, domination, and control among competing ideological groups. But we might
instead hope that our inevitable political disagreements can be resolved in ways that all can regard
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as morally acceptable, and that the processes that resolve disputes have authority over each
person. MPBW argued that we can end a warlike politics by adopting and maintaining liberal
institutions, those that protect a wide range of equal liberties for all. Liberal institutions alone furnish
the rational basis for trust among diverse perspectives, both liberal and illiberal. Unlike regimes that
promote particular sectarian values, liberal regimes can be justified to each group in virtue of
protecting its members’ ability to live their own lives in their own way. When people comply with the
directives of liberal institutions, they thereby manifest a kind of trustworthiness; they show that
liberal institutions have their allegiance, which gives others reason to trust them, even if our values
and worldviews are incompatible, even antagonistic.
But, I argued, we can pursue trust in the wrong way. We should not try to establish trust based on
propaganda, manipulation, and threats. Rather, we want trust grounded in the fact that others are
trustworthy. This is why it is essential that liberal institutions be justifiable for all, or publicly justified.
If liberal institutions are justified to all, then each person and group can see good moral reason of
their own to comply with those institutions, motivating them to be trustworthy by following those
rules from conscience and conviction.
As I argued, to end political war, we need trust; to get trust, we need trustworthiness; to get
trustworthiness in a diverse society, we need public justification; and liberal institutions alone are
publicly justified. Hence my defense of what is now called public reason liberalism, a commitment
to liberal institutions based on the requirement that norms of interpersonal authority and political
power are justified to multiple reasonable points of view.
However, we need to go further than this, beyond mere philosophical argument. Previously I only
argued that liberal institutions furnish the rational basis for trust—that people will see no reason,
on balance, to distrust those who are different from them and so reject liberal institutions. As I put
it there: reflection stops defection from liberal order. My aim was to meet a difficult philosophical
challenge, not the practical problem of distrust and divergence. But this argument was incomplete.
First, if the goal of the project is to show how liberal institutions create trust in the right way, it would
be helpful to show that liberal institutions create real trust. There is a point in showing how a model
society like our own can sustain high levels of social cooperation under diverse conditions; such
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has been the aim of social contract theories for
centuries. But we now have access to data on
how social stability and cooperation are
sustained, data that earlier social contract
theorists did not have, and so we can speak
more directly to the problems we currently face.
Second, one aim of solving the philosophical
challenge is to pave the way to address the
related practical challenge of interrupting the
cycle of distrust and divergence, but to address
the practical challenge, we must now look at
the empirical data on which institutions and
policies create and sustain social and political
trust in the real world. And solving the practical
challenge is the greater endeavor.
4. The Aim of Trust in a Polarized Age
The strategy of this book should now be clear. I want to argue that certain key liberal rights create
real trust for the right reasons. So, I offer a dual justification for a number of central liberal rights,
first making an empirical argument that exercises of each right promote social or political trust or
both, then arguing that the right is publicly justified and so promotes trust in the right way. I focus
on the rights to freedom of association, private property, adequate social welfare programs, a
democratic constitution, and participation in elections. Together, these rights practices should help
disrupt the distrust and divergence loop.
I initially hoped to defend the liberal rights of speech, press, and religion, as well as federalism and
open immigration. But I met with disappointment. Freedom of speech, press, and religion don’t
seem to noticeably increase or decrease social or political trust, and it’s not clear why. The data on
trust and federalism are too meager and inconclusive, though perhaps future work will tease out
some connections. My biggest concern is that there is some evidence that immigration restrictions
preserve political trust among citizens within a particular country. Since publicly justifying
immigration restrictions to poor and fearful immigrants is rather difficult, there may be a divergence
between what sustains trust and what is publicly justified. That means we will have to choose
between creating trust and mistreating people, which is unfortunate. But I must set those issues
aside.
Despite these disappointments, some liberal rights practices promote real trust in the right way,
and that is strong reason to embrace them, especially in polarized times.
5. Chapter Summary
This book has eight chapters. The first chapter restates the problem and solution of MPBW in terms
that I think are accessible for a wider audience. If you’ve read the previous book, then, feel free to
skip to chapter 2. Chapter 2 reviews the empirical literatures on social and political trust and shows
how liberal institutions create social and political trust in the real world.
Chapters 3–8 cover specific rights practices. Chapter 3 argues that freedom of association
promotes social and political trust by promoting contact between diverse persons. It then argues
that a right to freedom of association is publicly justified because diverse persons will insist on
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protecting their associations from their government and other citizens, and so will embrace
associational rights within a contractarian procedure.
Chapters 4–6 turn to economic rights. Chapter 4 defends private property and the market economy.
Private property rights give rise to markets, which promote peaceful interaction and promote a
prosperous and impartial economic system, creating social and political trust. And, since markets
arise from publicly justified private property rights, markets create trust in the right way. Chapter 5
argues that the practices of assigning welfare rights and distributing welfare benefits, as well as the
regularized use of those benefits, promote social and political trust. If the market economy is to be
publicly justified, it must be supplemented with social insurance programs, though not with a strong
administrative state. Strong administrative states are likely to undermine trust through public
corruption and reduced economic growth. Chapter 6 resists more economically egalitarian
systems, especially property-owning democracy and liberal socialism. Such regimes are likely to
be poor, violent, and corrupt, undermining several central bases for trust. And we are unlikely to be
able to create trust simply by compressing economic inequalities.
Chapters 7 and 8 address the policy-formation process as well as rights to vote and otherwise
participate in elections. Chapter 7 outlines and defends a policy-formation process based on high
standards of evidence, high-quality deliberation, and extensive public input that I call democratic
constitutionalism. There’s strong evidence that high-quality governance and procedural fairness
are absolutely essential for political trust. Chapter 8 argues that elections can play an important
role in promoting trust, though the electoral process creates social and political trust in some cases
but not in others. However, since democratic practice arguably sustains other institutions that
directly create and sustain social and political trust, such as the rule of law, economic growth, and
economic security, democracy promotes social and political trust at a remove. I then argue that
electoral rights are publicly justified on grounds of fairness and instrumental benefits. One criticism
of MPBW is that it didn’t have enough to say about the real democratic process of policymaking
and elections. Chapters 7 and 8 explain how my theory impacts real politics.
6. Liberal Order Is Our Best Hope for Peace, but Is Peace What We Want?
The overall message of this
book, like that of the previous
volume, is both liberal and
conservative. It is liberal in
arguing that liberal rights
practices have the unique
capacity to sustain social and
political trust among diverse
persons. It is conservative in
arguing that distrust and
partisan divergence can be
addressed through the liberal
institutions we have in place.
We need modest reforms to
our present liberal rights
practices.
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I encounter opposition to my thesis from all
over the political spectrum. Egalitarians,
conservatives, and libertarians are all prone to
think that political life is fundamentally about
the good defeating the bad. People in all these
camps are committed to seeing politics as a
struggle between the good (themselves) and
the bad (those of other ideological
persuasions). At the risk of giving offense, I am
sometimes tempted to think that we want
politics to be war because political war is a
force that gives us meaning, with the attractive
feature of avoiding the risks of the direct use of
violence. Instead, we let politicians do our dirty
work for us. This book, like its predecessor, is
meant to criticize partisanship by showing that
our desire to destroy one another is not based on the sober recognition of the cold reality of political
life. There is little reason to think liberal politics must be war. The real problem is that we want to
destroy each other, not that we must. Once these dark desires are recognized, we must fight them.
That means always recognizing the humanity of our political opponents, repenting of our desire to
treat them as inhuman foes, and joining others in the hard work of maintaining liberal democracy,
markets, and social welfare programs.
Few think our system is ideal. I certainly don’t. But a liberal democratic peace is our best hope for
living well together in a world where we will never agree about what living well entails.

QUOTE:
…social trust and political trust are both critical social achievements for sustaining a diverse social
order, but social trust is more important than political trust. Second, liberal-democratic market
institutions play a modest role in sustaining social trust and a large role in sustaining political trust.
We can conclude, then, that liberal-democratic market institutions are part of a positive causalfeedback loop that sustains trusting social orders with diverse persons who disagree. That is how
we get trust for the right reasons. — Kevin Vallier
Social Trust: a public exhibits social trust to the extent that its participant members generally believe
that participants are necessary or helpful for achieving one another’s goals and that (most or all)
members are generally willing and able to do their part to achieve those goals, knowingly or
unknowingly, by following moral rules, where moral reasons normally motivate compliance.
Political Trust: a public exhibits political trust to the extent that its participant members generally
believe that government officials are necessary or helpful for achieving widely shared political goals
and that (most or all) government officials are generally willing and able to do their part to achieve
those goals, knowingly or unknowingly, by following institutional rules, where moral reasons
normally motivate officials to comply with those rules.
Societies create social trust by means of mass compliance with moral rules. — Kevin Vallier
Social trust is placed in most members of one’s society; we trust one another. But political trust can
vary in its objects between different groups of officials, such as legislative bodies, agencies, parties,
and so on: we trust Congress, the EPA, or the Democratic Party. In some cases, political trust may
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focus on a single person, such as the president of the United States, whereas in others it might be
placed in, say, NASA. I contend that political trust is always placed in those who are publicly seen
as morally responsible agents, though this does allow for situations where people have low political
trust in the leaders of an institution but high trust in the institution more broadly: one might trust the
FBI but distrust its director. The empirical data focus on institutions and large groups, which is
compatible with my broader definition of political trust. — Kevin Vallier
The trust game is a game of this type, though in many cases it involves trusting multiple people to
act cooperatively. In canonical lab experiment, subjects are randomly, anonymously paired with
one another and given different jobs. Players are given an endowment, and the first mover is asked
whether she would be willing to send some part of her endowment to the second mover. The
experimenter then triples whatever was sent to the second mover. The second mover is asked how
much she wishes to send back to the first mover. Once the second mover completes her task, the
players are paid and the experiment ends. Neither player knows the other, and they are paid in
private. In brief, the game is a two-person sequential prisoner’s dilemma. The game is called the
“trust game” because it appears to have elements of both trust and trustworthiness. The first mover
exhibits trust because she might be motivated by a trusting attitude to believe that the second
mover will return some of her endowment. The second mover exhibits trustworthiness because she
doesn’t have to return any part of her gains. The trust game is thought to measure trust because
the second mover has no self-interested motive to return part of her endowment to the first mover,
and the first mover can infer this and then send nothing. Empirical research finds that trust in this
sense is common in the laboratory. — Kevin Vallier
…the tensions between the survey and trust game data should make us cautious about drawing
definite conclusions about which institutional structures generate trust, even when the direct
measures establish a clear correlation between social trust and certain rights practices and their
associated institutional structures. With political trust, we have no trust game data, so we must rely
on the direct measures. Here I can only say that the survey measures do not make this distinction
when “satisfaction” language is used. — Kevin Vallier
The quality of government, measured as impartiality of the executive and state bureaucracy, is the
crucial factor that explains cross-national differences in political support. It does not only explain
differences between full democracies and semi-democracies, or differences between established
and young democracies, but also variation between and within the established democracies of
Western Europe. These findings
suggest we should move beyond
more conventional explanations of
democratic legitimacy in literature
that emphasize government by the
people . . . and government for the
people. . . . Rather, to a large extent
public support for democracy and
its institutions seems to hinge on
the liberal aspect of governments
that are bound to impartiality by
their own laws.
A liberal society, therefore, can
solve the problem of political war
despite the challenges posed by
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diverse perspectives. It can do so through five liberal rights practices: freedom of association,
markets and private property rights, social welfare programs, democratic constitutionalism, and
electoral democracy. Democratic constitutionalism seems to create the most social and political
trust, with markets in second, social insurance in third, freedom of association in fourth, and
electoral democracy in last place. But they all sustain trust, and they do so for the right reasons.
And since liberal institutions sustain trust for the right reasons, we can conclude, after much
argument, that liberal politics is not war. — Kevin Vallier
…liberal politics has the internal resources to interrupt the divergence-distrust feedback loop. By
increasing social and political trust, liberal rights practices, without going outside of the liberal policy
toolkit, dampen partisan divergence and—with the right liberal policies— may even be able to
reverse it. — Kevin Vallier
…the connection between trust and divergence helps to explain why our tribal mentalities are
activated in a way that leads people to identify with tribes within their society, rather than seeing
their society as a whole as their tribe. If national trust falls, people will tend to be suspicious of other
groups within that nation. — Kevin Vallier
The challenge is how to get the process of reform in motion. That requires something of each of
us. First, we must fight our own distrust of our political opponents. Otherwise, we are likely to
interpret everything they do as evil and wicked and take that as further evidence that we were right
about them all along. To begin to trust, we must reflect on our own intellectual limitations and adopt
an attitude of humility. None of us have all the answers, and every one of us is likely to be wrong
on some important political issues. The other side just might help us get at the truth, at least from
time to time. Second, we must allow ourselves to recognize that our nonpolitical interactions with
our political opponents are positive and give us reason to trust them. Perhaps you are hermetically
sealed in your ideological bubble, but if not, you probably regularly interact with some people whose
politics differs from your own. You may not even have noticed that their politics are different. And
the ways they have treated you have given you no grounds to mistrust them. Third, we should try
to take a global perspective on our problems. Few developed liberal democratic societies face our
levels of divergence and distrust, at least to the same degree. Our condition is not terminal. —
Kevin Vallier
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